It's Summertime!

The New Newsletter

Welcome to the new OHC newsletter! You'll be hearing from us a little more often, about once a month. We'll be bringing you news, notes from the field, a peek into our archives, and letting you into what we're listening to and reading. There might even be a few surprises each month!

We hope you enjoy all of the content that we're bringing you, interviews and articles alike.

From Our Director, Martin Meeker

OHC Director Martin Meeker pulls back the curtain on how we're moving into the digital age and creating a full text search for our interviews. Read a few words from him about we're up to and where we are headed.

WHAT'S NEW at the OHC

We just released a new interview with MaryAnn Graf, a wine industry trailblazer. Read more about her oral history over on our blog.

SUMMER INSTITUTE

ALUM SPOTLIGHT

Julia Thomas attended our Advanced Oral History Summer Institute in 2016. When she joined us, she was studying history and environmental analysis at Scripps College. She's now working as a freelance journalist, traveling the world to document grassroots media, as a Thomas J. Watson Fellow. We caught up with her...
recently to find out what she's been up to since, and how oral history informs her work as a freelance journalist.

WHAT WE'RE LISTENING TO

Amanda Tewes is listening to Presidential podcast by the Washington Post. Here's why she added it to her playlist and why she thinks you should tune in, too.

FROM THE ARCHIVES: Sauntering in the Sierra

Since Roger Eardley-Pryor joined the OHC team, he's been digging into our archives. He came across some gems in the Sierra Club interviews. Find out who the man in the hat is over on our blog.

Want More?

Like what we're doing? Stay connected with us on social media, listen to our podcast (and don't forget to rate us on iTunes!), or consider a donation to support our work. See you next month!